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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I . choose the correct answer :
I. Choose the correct answer :
1. Child labor for ………… children means working on land all day .
a) rural
b) serious
c) urban

d) lucky

2. International ………… is important for a country's economy .
a) region
b) culture
c) trade

d) industry

3. Most fathers have to work at two jobs to …………… their families .
a) exist
b) prevent
c) support

d) employ

4. Most families send their children to English classes during the summer ……………. .
a) organization
b) construction
c) vacation
d) production
5. We need to …………… some dishes and chairs for our party , ours are not enough .
a) recycle
b) release
c) hire
d) trap
6. The pressure of ………… forces many young children in poor families to leave school and work .
a) union
b) labor
c) society
d) poverty
7. Japan doesn't have much land suitable for ……, so it depends on other countries for food
a) development
b) agriculture
c) strategy
d) movement
8. The man came to ………… the rubbish from the backyard .
a) stretch
b) place
c) remove

d) reduce

9. Eskimos protect themselves from the ………… cold in Alaska .
a) anxious
b) extreme
c) particular

d) irrelevant

10. As he had no practical skill , he had to work as a/an ……… for six months to get the job
a) apprentice
b) employee
c) viewer
d) manager
11. Freedom of speech is one of the basic human ……….. .
a) rights
b) effects
c) averages

d) results

12. Government must inform the young about the …………. effects of drinks and drugs .
a) explicit
b) repetitive
c) scientific
d) destructive
13. That's completely ……….. to the subject under discussion .
a) flexible
b) domestic
c) irrelevant

d) responsible

14. Your serious reaction ………. a terrible accident to happen .
a) encourage
b) continued
c) prevented

d) earned

15. Someone had ………. the radio from my car but done no other damage.
a) removed
b) invented
c) located

d) lifted

16. Since child laborers are …………. from going to school , they will have a poor life in future .
a) protected
b) prevented
c) predicted
d) provided
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17. My brother was very ………….. to help me with the homework .
a) prefer
b) aware
c) willing

d) emotional

18. You should tell the children not to ……….. dangerous materials .
a) promote
b) create
c) support

d) handle

19. He needs a high income to ………… his large family .
a) observe
b) support
c) magnify

d) access

20. Recent medical research shows that many diseases can be ………… by healthy diet .
a) prevented
b) survived
c) suggested
d) protected

II. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word of your own :
21. A person who is learning a job by working for someone who already has skills and experience is
called a/an …………… .
22. Child labor is both a result and a cause of ……………. .
23. Most working children in ………….. areas are found in agriculture .
24. A ………….. is an organization for people who do a special job .
25. The act of buying and selling of goods and services is called ………….. .
26. What you say is not related to the matter in hand. It is …………. .
III . Choose the word which doesn't belong to each group :
27. a) manufacture
28. a) industrialized
29. a) countryside
30. a) apprentice

b) agriculture
b) modern
b) urban
b) beginner

c) produce
c) emphasized
c) town
c) learner

d) create
d) developed
d) city
d) trainer

IV . Fill in the blanks with the words given :
prevent – trade – specific – rural – handling - construction – provide – union - unemployment

31. It goes without saying that ……… life is usually more peaceful than city life .
32. In recent years , …………… between Iran and European countries has increased .
33. Children are often unable to form ……….. to protect themselves.
34. A lot of workers are busy in the ……….. of that large bridge .
35. …………… is a social problem in many countries in Asia , Africa and Latin America .
36. Ali's parents tried to …………. him from going abroad .
37. The man told us that the game was designed for a ………… age group .
38. You should always be very careful about ……….. harmful chemicals .
V . Match the words in column A with those in B.
A
__________________
39. way of doing sth
40. money receiving regularly
41. production
42. not be successful
43. sth that the law allows you to do

B
__________________
a) issue
b) fail
c) strategy
d) right
e) income
f) manufacturing
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VI . Find synonyms and antonyms :
44. specific =
45. estimate =
46. laborer =
47. material =
48. hire =
49. willing =
50. agriculture =
51. control =
52. subject =

a) farming
b) issue
c) employ
d) particular
e) handle
f) substance
g) eager
h) guess
i) worker

53. rural #
54. hard working #
55. fail #
56. physically #
57. talkative #

j) quiet
k) mentally
l) urban
m) succeed
n) lazy

Part C. Grammar test :
I . Choose the best answer :
58. ………… John is very good at his lessons , his sister pays little attention to hers.
a) When
b) As
c) Whereas
d) Where
59. While some parts of the world get a lot of rain , others ……………… .
a) are warm and humid
b) are cold and wet
c) get little rain
d) get a lot of rain
60. Many families like to go on a picnic on holidays ……….. some others prefer to stay at home .
a) when
b) while
c) because
d) as
61. I drink black coffee __________ David prefers it with cream.
a) while
b) so
c) since

d) whether

62. Why are some cancers cured by chemotherapy ? ,……………. others are unaffected by drugs?
a) since
b) whereas
c) as
d) furthermore
63. Some parents send their children to school ………….. others force their children to work .
a) because
b) whereas
c) when
d) since
64. Tom is a careful person ……….. his brother doesn't pay attention to anything .
a) since
b) therefore
c) while
d) when
II. Put the words in the right order :
65. is – very hard – his brother – lazy – whereas – very - .
Peter works …………………………………………………………….. .
66. Leila – while – Sima – plays tennis – reads – story books - .
…………………………………………………………………… .
67. try – the police – common – rural – to stop – child labor – it – areas – is – in - .
Whereas ……………………………………………………………………….. .
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Part D. Reading Comprehension test :
I . Mini comprehension : choose the correct answer :

68. Most child laborers around the world are busy doing extreme forms of work that are dangerous
for their health . In other words …………….. .
a) some children are playing out their houses
b) working around the world is not child labor
c) if children are busy , they will be dangerous for society
d) extreme forms of work are dangerous for children's health .

69. Children work for many reasons , including the pressure of poverty , adult unemployment and
irrelevant education systems that fail to guarantee jobs . According to this sentence we know that ......
a) irrelevant education may cause self - employment
b) children work because they are not able to help their family
c) children are forced to work because of parents' unemployment
d) child labor decreases poverty and unemployment

70. There is no simple way to stop child labor. But this is no reason for inaction. We understand from
the above sentences that ........................... .
a) child labor cannot be stopped at all
b) it is easy to stop child labor
c) child labor has no reason
d) we should try to stop child labor

71. Child Labor means when young people, under 15, but sometimes as young as 5 or 6 are forced to
work because their parents cannot work or don't make enough money at their jobs to support their
family. There are two kinds of work that children do, and only one of them is child labor.
Which of the following is not mentioned in the paragraph?
a) Children have to work because their parents are not able to work .
b) Parents don't earn enough money to support their children.
c) Children are responsible for the problems of society.
d) Financial problems of the family force the children to work .

II. Cloze test : fill in the blanks with the best choice :
1
Although child labor seems to be a part of people's .....72….. in some third world countries, it is
very .....73….. . In these countries parents do not often earn enough to .....74…... their children with
food and school education and until the economic .....75….. improves, child labor will continue to
……76….. .
72. a) culture
73. a) flexible
74. a) produce
75. a) condition
76. a) communicate

b) construction
b) irrelevant
b) predict
b) protection
b) define

c) agriculture
c) undesirable
c) prevent
c) celebration
c) attribute
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d) confidence
d) domestic
d) provide
d) invention
d) exist
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dangerous – robbed – childhood – education – smokes – develop

Most child laborers around the world are busy doing extreme forms of work that are dangerous for
their health. They are also being ……77…… of their rights , including not only the right to
……78…… to the highest level through …..79….. but also the right to a …..80…… . They often
work as many as 12 day, (sometimes more), work under ……81…… conditions such as factories
with harmful ……82…… in the air, handle dangerous materials, and use tools and machines which
are not designed for them

3
Child labor is both a result and a cause of ……83….. . In most cases , poor families send their young
children to work because their ……84……. is important for the family . On the other hand since these
children are usually …..85…… from going to school , and they are not able to do any kind of work
they will have a poor ……86…… in future .
83. a) employment
84. a) rights
85. a) forced
86. a) childhood

b) trade
b) incomes
b) allowed
b) life

c) industry
c) movements
c) designed
c) health

d) poverty
d) unions
d) prevented
d) service

III . Put the following sentences in order and make a meaningful paragraph :

87. They are becoming more and more aware of the fact
88. But this is no reason for inaction .
89. that child labor is harmful to their sense of importance , health and education .
90. There is no simple way to stop child labor .
91. Luckily , people are becoming aware of the serious social , economic and developmental effects of
child labor .
a) …..

b) …. c) …. d) …. e) ….

IV . Read the passage and choose the correct answer :
For man in the Stone Age the principal problem was to survive, Like other animals he needed food,
which he obtained by hunting or by gathering vegetables, roots, and fruits. Perhaps the most
important moment in the history of man was when he stopped hunting animals and to stay in one
place in order to grow crops, When people remain in one place, a different civilization can begin to
grow, villages and then cities develop .

92. We understand from the passage that..........
a) man was a farmer first and then a hunter .
b) man was a hunter first and then a farmer .
c) ) man didn't like farming, so he started hunting .
d) man could hunt but he couldn't grow crops .
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93. When did civilization develop?
a) It developed when man stopped gathering vegetables .
b) It developed when man destroyed villages and made towns .
c) It developed when man began to stay in one place .
d) It developed when man stayed in one place in order to hunt .
94. The main purpose of this passage is ......... .
a) to show us how man has survived
b) to show us how obtained food
c) to show us how man grew crops
d) to show man developed cities

The healthy body protects itself against many illnesses. It can make a cut finger or broken leg as it
was before. But it breaks down and stops working well if it doesn't receive proper care. Your body
can stay healthy only if you supply it with the food and care that it needs. Many people today are very
aware of health and fitness. They are changing their eating habits and getting more exercise. They are
eating food with less fat. They are also joining health clubs, or sports clubs, to swim or play tennis. All
through the history, many persons have worked to improve man's health. Also, the government and a
lot of organizations always try to make useful laws to help protect your health.

95. We understand from the passage that ......................... .
a) we are not alone in taking care of our health
b) health is a new problem in the history of the world
c) healthy government is necessary for healthy people
d) our body needs more food than it usually receives
96.The word "it" in line 1 refers to ............ .
a) a cut finger
b) a broken leg

c) the healthy body

97. The word "supply" in line 3 is closest in meaning to ............ .
a) suggest
b) compare
c) provide
98. The healthy body doesn't do anything against illnesses .
a) True
b) False
99. Your body doesn't work well if it doesn't receive proper care .
a) True
b) False
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d) proper care

d) prevent

